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Mitigating the Madness 

How It Works
• We are Oury Clark

• A Multidiscipline Professional firm in the South East of England

• That basically means Lawyers and Accountants in one firm

• But we also have a Medical GP, Financial Services People, Recruitment, 
Insolvency, and other professionals.

• We are trying to provide some guidance to clients through the crisis.

• Some more detailed than others so you can refer back.

• Questions at the End, please raise through the buttons at any time.

• We will likely move to a monthly rhythm from now. But depends  
on demand / need
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Mitigating the Madness 

Previous Episodes
Check our YouTube Channel for Oury Clark if you want to watch  
the previous episodes… which for the most part are still relevant.

This is being recorded, and we will put it on YouTube. We will share  
the slides to all that registered. Both webinars today are live, so will  
have slightly different content.
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgpTksw0zAGUA0VGvxpKOAQ


   

A Thank You...
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Thank you for hanging in 
there. Thank you for the 
amazing knowledge sharing, 
and challenging questions. 
Thank you for the humour… 
We can’t be together, but we sure as hell can have a good chuckle together…
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Thanks to the NHS
A Thank You of course too to the front line  
workers. Particularly the NHS and Care workers. 
Will there be a permanent change? Will they be 
properly paid?

Will it now be properly funded? Will we  
appreciate it more, and stop abusing staff?

Will people take a greater personal responsibility 
for their own health, and lifestyle changes? Going 
to the pharmacy first with a common cold? 

The same newspaper that are promoting clap for 
carers on a Thursday – we hope they don’t revert 
to scandalise and demonise doctors and nurses. 

A lot of people don’t realise NHS is not a Charity, it 

should be funded by the Government from tax  
payers money, properly. A severe lack of funding  
combined with inefficiency has pushed it to  
destruction. But thank god it’s still going – as in 
such a huge crisis it is showing how much better  
it is than many other systems. Well, lets hope.  
Lets hope we remember. HMRC are at least going 
to try not to double tax them if they die…

Emergency services workers, including members 
of the NHS, are exempt from paying Inheritance 
Tax if they die from Covid-19. 

It is an exemption that must be claimed, it is not 
awarded automatically, so families and loved ones 
of NHS workers need to be aware of it.
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Mitigating the Madness – Episode 4
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As the smoke clears, we try 
and pick up the pieces…  
and look forward. 
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Beware… 
Business screaming for certainty, but there won’t be certainty for years. 

Say in best case we go back to work in October because they find a vaccine  
(Oxford Uni are closest – go Oxford), we would have still have burnt billions… 

Quite probably restaurants, nightclubs, the high street as a whole could all  
be gone. Cinemas? Do we need a big screen, or just to move closer? 

It’s like going back to Iceland after 2008. Took 5-7 years to come back…

Employers are going to have the pick of the talent, and their boot on employees  
who cannot find work for a long time
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Mitigating the Madness 

No More Ping Pong Tables… 
The silicon valley attitude of providing ever more ludicrous benefits  
to attract talent…  that had stretched round the world

That’s gone. 

Back to 1929. 

If you can pay me, and provide protection for me and my family  
(with some meaningful benefits) then that is what matters. 

But we are not there yet, we are still in La La land, safe in our homes, thinking...  
Oh don’t worry… it’s so nice to be home… things will be back to normal soon. 

Beware!
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Is This a Depression or Recession?
Governments have got better at knowing how to react… 

So, at best, turn it into recession… over a very long time. 

But we aren’t at the bottom yet… 

This is GLOBAL. We don’t understand pandemics… 

They just “shut” South America?!

National Health Service will have to be re-thought.

My friends father in St Thomas, couldn’t understand why it’s so hot. They can’t turn  
on the air conditioning, because they can not isolate the part of the hospital  
dealing with Covid!
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Everything Needs to Change.
In Italy they want to release lockdown, but no-one wants to get on public transport,  
and the kids can’t go to school..

Public transport to be re-thought… 

Crossrail? Do we need it? HS2? Scrap that! 

If you ever wanted to know what it was like in ten years. Open your eyes – we jumped 
10 years in 10 weeks… And we haven’t had ten minutes to think about it yet.

You need cash, you need lots of cash, you might need cash next year… or the year after

For those who can survive, they will reap the benefits (eventually). For those that can’t, 
they will need to start again, and innovate.
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Mitigating the Madness – Episode 4
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But It’s Okay. 
We will get through this. You will  
get through this. 

Look up Wim Hof... Cold showers  
and breathing, and… oh… Innovate.



Number 1 
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Cash… the  
Quest Continues
By Simon Walsh and Andy Oury
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Cash.. We Need It, Where Is It? 
CBILS

Major change in attitude for the sub £250k 
amounts clients are reporting in the last week  
or so. 

But not for start ups, not for anything that isn’t  
a decent profitable business.

The distress clause thanks to our friends in the 
European commission has made that clear!

We will not be missing the state aid rules… that’s 
for sure

The CBIL Scheme has been authorised under the 
European Commission’s Temporary Framework 
for State aid measures. A key restriction this has 
placed on the scheme is that it cannot be used 
where an applicant was an ‘undertaking in  
difficulty’ as at 31st December 2019.  

Lenders cannot use the scheme for SMEs who 
have accumulated losses greater than half of 
their subscribed share capital as at 31 December 
2019, as well as businesses that entered into  
collective insolvency proceedings.
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Cash.. We Need It, Where Is It? 
Can you even get through to your bank? Well… it depends.

Some clients reporting they can’t get through at all to Barclays.  
And are receiving texts telling them to be patient.

HSBC if you have a relationship manager you can get on with.

Natwest similar. The banks are very busy.

They are not opening bank accounts, because they are too busy  
and closed to new business.

Well… nothing new there. 
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Mitigating the Madness 

The Future Fund
How Much – £125,000 to £5m available as a convertible loan

UK Registered – business must be an unlisted UK registered company with  
a substantive economic presence in the UK.  If part of a group, the eligibility  
criteria will be assessed against the parent only.

Early fundraising – business must have raised at least £250k from private  
3rd party investors in the last 5 years

Matching requirement – private 3rd party investors must at least match 50%  
of the loan e.g. if you want to raise £500k, a fresh £250k must come from 3rd  
party investors and £250k from the Future Fund.

Use – to fund general working capital. Can’t be used to repay debt, pay dividends  
pay any bonus, or cover placement fees for external advisers.
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Mitigating the Madness 

The Future Fund
Convertible loan note terms:

Interest rate – 8% per annum (non-compounding) 
rolled up and paid on maturity / conversion.  Can 
agree a higher rate with 3rd party investors.

Maturity date – 36 months max.

Conversion rules -:

Automatically on the next “qualifying funding  
round” which is equity funding where the  
business raises at least the same amount as the 
total raised in the Future Fund; or 
At the election of a majority of the principal 
amount of the funding held by 3rd party  
investors, on any non-qualifying round.

Discount rate – 20% to the price of the funding 
round, or higher if agreed with the 3rd party  
investors. Only the principle attracts the  
discount, not the interest as well.

Other Key Points:

No valuation cap unless agreed with 3rd  
party investors

Converts into the most senior class of equity

If another funding round occurs within 6 months 
of conversion, fund may elect to convert shares 
into a more senior class of shares if one is created 
in the funding round.
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The Future Fund
Repayment 

On maturity, at the option of the holders of a majority of the principal amount  
held by the 3rd party investors either:

Be repaid by the company with a redemption premium  
(being a premium equal to 100% of the principal of the bridge funding) or

Convert into equity at the price set by the most recent funding round  
(with discount rate applied).

Any loan converts to equity UNLESS repayment is specifically requested by the Fund.

Covenants – limited corporate governance rights; no senior debt to the loan, most  
favoured nation clause; same information rights as other investors, undertaking  
to treat the lenders and holders of the conversion equity “equally and fairly”.
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Maybe It Should Be Called the  
Backwards Fund? 
Matched with what?

Lack of investment. VC’s want to control it, private individuals cautious? 

It is not EIS compatible… it is convertible debt. Debt – not okay. 

Is it compatible with an ASA agreements? 

(now on our website for free www.ouryclark.com/coronavirus)

Completely unclear… 

Probably not.

Nobody knows.
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What About That Other Innovate Fund They 
Announced at the Same Time? 
The further £750m managed by Innovate UK is split into three areas with the first  
payments being made in mid May:

• Acceleration of £200 million to existing Innovate UK recipients;

• An extra £550 million will be made available to increase support for existing  
Innovate UK recipients;

• £175,000 of support will be offered to around 1,200 firms not currently in receipt  
of Innovate UK funding. 

• Okay something

• But watch out can block your R&D tax claims, depending on project it’s claimed  
for, meaning you can only use the LARGE R&D scheme not the SME scheme  
(10.5% cash back VS 33%)
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I Know What  
You’re Thinking... 

Boris’s Bounce Back 
Loans Yeah? 
It’s good to see Boris Back...

Well, we think so…

You wonder if Boris Bounce Back  
Backhanders are all that they  
are cracked up to be… 

Well... Maybe...
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Bounce Back Loans – What We Know 
• 100% government guarantee

• Provide loans between £2k and £50k

• Qualifying companies can apply for 
loans up to 25% of turnover to  a  
maximum of £50k

• Interest free for the 1st 12 months

• Loan terms will be up to 6 years. 

• No repayments will be due during the 
first 12 months. 

• To qualify: a business must be:

• Based in the UK

• Been negatively affected by coronavirus

• Can’t have been granted a loan under 
CBILS, unless the CBILS is less than 
£50k in which case you can apply to 
transfer to the Bounce Back Scheme. 

• Application process is understood to  
be a “2 page” form 

• Was not an ‘undertaking in difficulty’ 
on 31 December 2019

• YES! Same rules as CBILS. Lenders  
cannot use the scheme for SMEs who 
have accumulated losses greater than 
half of their subscribed share capital  
as at 31 December 2019
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Companies Looking Bad:  
Consider tidying up the Balance Sheet – to look better to obtain loans?

Examples...

Waiver of connected party debt 
Before Waiver After

X UK Limited £’000 £’000 £’000

Share Capital 20 20

Reserves (400) 480 80

Debt 480 (480) 0

100 100

Net assets 100 100

100 0 100



Mitigating the Madness 
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Companies Looking Bad:  
Debt Equity swap      

Distressed debt 1 
Before Swap After

X Limited £’000 £’000 £’000

Share Capital 20 480 500

Reserves (400) (400)

Debt 480 (480) 0

100 0 100

Net assets 100 100

100 0 100



Mitigating the Madness 
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Companies Looking Bad:  
Distressed debt 2 (with P and L release)

Before Swap After

X Limited £’000 £’000 £’000

Share Capital 20 80 100

Reserves (400) 400 0

Debt 480 (480) 0

100 0 100
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Plan A 
R&D Grants. Go for them, shorten year ends, accelerate and claim

The Government reiterated support, and ensuring claims are going through quickly

28 days from submission you should have cash

Grant, not debt. 

Innovate Grant if you can
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Plan B
Bounce Back CBILS

Ebury.com have announced £40m to SME businesses… hmmm… maybe? 

Some VC’s are still investing, but most keeping capital safe to protect  
their current investments.
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Mitigating the Madness 

Plan C
Mortgage Your Home

If you have a property, anywhere in the world, and you want to leverage it.  
We can put you in touch with someone. 

Put simply debt is cheap, property prices are probably affected, but the valuers  
can’t get round your house, or get their heads around it. 
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Furlough  
Key Q&A  
Our top questions we  
have had, and our answers.

By Ross Meadows
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Furlough – Key Questions & Answers
What Is Furlough? 

It simply means that, by reason of COVID-19 you can agree with your employees  
to provide them with no work and claim a grant from the government.  

Please note – for Furlough to apply there must be no work for at least 21 calendar days.

The employees can, however:

• Undertake voluntary work provided it is not for the employer or a linked entity.

• Undertake training provided that it is not used by the employer to generate  
revenue or for the provision of services, effectively circumventing furlough.
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Applicability
Which Employers? 

It applies to any UK employer who has:

A PAYE payroll scheme provided the scheme was created 
or started before 19 March 2020, enrolled for PAYE online 
(only takes 7-10 days), and a UK bank account.

Which Employees?

Any employee who has no work or cannot work because  
of COVID-19 (even nannies employed by a household) so 
long as they were on the employer’s payroll on or before  
19 March 2020 and there has been a Real Time  
Information submission notifying payment in respect  
of that employee to HMRC on or before 19 March 2020.

What Will the Grant Cover?

HMRC will pay:

The lower of:

• 80% of an employee’s regular wage, or

• £2,500 per month, and

• Employers National Insurance  
Contributions

• Pension contributions up to the level  
of the minimum automatic enrolment  
employer contribution  
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Applicability
What Is the 80% Based On?

Depends if salary is fixed, or variable. 

The regular wage could include  
contractual commissions and bonuses,  
as well as overtime.  

However, employers need to carefully 
consider whether these types of  
payments can be included as part  
of a regular wage in light of the  
Treasury Direction.

Will the Employer Need to Pay the 
Difference Between the 80% and  
the Employee’s Full Salary?

No, there is no requirement to top up the  
employee’s wages, either:

• To 80% of salary, if the £2,500 cap applies, or

• To 100% of salary

However, since the employer will need the  
employee’s agreement to placing them on  
furlough, in some cases the employee may be  
able to negotiate some element of top-up. 
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Applicability
How Should an Employer Decide 
Which Employees to ‘Furlough’?

The decision process remains subject to existing 
employment law and will be subject to negotia-
tion between the employer and the employee.

This will involve considering the legal risks such as:

• Constructive dismissal based on a fundamental 
breach of contract e.g. the implied term of trust 
and confidence.

• Unfair dismissal, and

• Discrimination.

The employer will need the employees express 
agreement in writing (this can be an electronic 
form such as an e-mail) that they agree to cease all 
work in relation to their employment. 

This is a legal requirement as per the Treasury 
Direction to be able to claim the grant payments 
from HMRC.  

Where the employer has not been able to obtain 
the employees express agreement in writing  
(early guidance on Furlough did not require this), 
our view is that it is open to employers to seek, 
or continue to seek, the written agreement of the 
furloughed employees.  

A record of this communication must be kept  
for five years.

The process will involve consultation with  
affected staff. Employers need to be aware that  
it may become necessary to engage collective  
consultation processes if 20 or more employees 
could be furloughed.
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Applicability
What Happens If an Employee Objects to Being Furloughed?

The employer could seek simply to impose the changes, provided the  
considerations in question 6 (i.e. follow a fair process) have been followed.

This could involve “dismissing and re-engaging on new terms” or you simply  
terminate (i.e. furlough was the “lesser of 2 evils”!) on grounds of redundancy.

Please note, an employee cannot furlough themselves, but there is nothing  
to prevent an employee asking their employer if they can be placed on furlough.

Can the Employee Go on and off Furlough, E.g. on a Rota?

Yes, employees can be furloughed multiple times, but each separate instance  
must be for a minimum period of 21 calendar days.
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Applicability
Annual Leave

Will Employees Continue to Accrue  
Annual Leave During Furlough? 

Yes. 

Can Annual Leave Be Taken  
During Furlough?

Yes.

Can an Employer Require an Employee to 
Take Annual Leave During Furlough?

This is less clear cut, but if normal employment 
law rules apply, there is nothing currently  
stopping an employer from requiring an employee 
to take annual leave during furlough.  

Please note, however:

Employers need to check their employees’  
contracts to see if they can require the employees 
to take their annual leave immediately.  If the 
contract is silent, the employer is required to give 
2 days’ notice for each day of annual leave.

The guidance states that the annual leave during 
furlough provisions will be kept under review so 
the situation may change. 

Can an Employee Be Prevented  
From Taking Annual Leave  
During Furlough?

Yes.
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Applicability
Can an Employer Require Employees to Take Accrued Holiday Once the Furlough Period  
Comes to an End?

Yes, but the same considerations (check the contract or if silent, 2 days’ notice for each day of holiday)  
will be taken into account.

What Pay Is an Employee Entitled to Where They Take Annual Leave During Furlough?

The first 20 days’ holiday should be at full pay.  You may be able to agree that any additional  
holiday is at the furlough subsidised rate only, but our advice is to pay all at full pay from an  
industrial relations perspective.

If the Employee Has Pre-Arranged Annual Leave Which Falls During Furlough, Can They  
Take That Leave?

Yes.

Cancel That Leave?

No. Only if the employer agrees.
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Applicability
What Is the Effect of Reduced Furlough Pay on Statutory Maternity Pay (SMP) 
and Other Statutory Pay? How Do I Calculate Furlough Pay for Those Returning 
From Statutory Leave?

Statutory pay/leave means such things as maternity pay/leave, paternity pay/leave, 
shared parental pay/leave, adoption pay/leave, and parental bereavement pay/leave.

Statutory pay should be calculated based on the pay the employee would have received 
had they not been on furlough.

Claims for employees returning from statutory leave should be calculated against their 
regular wage, not the pay they received while on statutory leave. 
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Applicability
What If a Furloughed Worker Becomes Sick? Do They Then Get SSP Only?

This situation is unclear due to the Treasury Direction conflicting with the guidance. 

But, the current guidance states that if a furloughed employee who becomes sick is moved onto SSP,  
the employer can no longer claim for the furloughed salary. 

However, if the employer keeps the sick furloughed employee on the furloughed rate, they remain eligible 
to claim for these costs through the furloughed scheme. 

There therefore appears to be no advantage to the employer in moving a furloughed employee onto SSP  
if they become sick. 

Employers should tread cautiously but you would have to question why an employee would claim they 
are sick whilst furloughed if they are only entitled to SSP. 
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Applicability
Can an Employer Keep in Touch With Employees While They Are on Furlough?

Whilst the employee must do no work for an employer while furloughed, there  
is nothing stopping the employee keeping in touch with the employer. 

Indeed, most employees/employers will wish to do so.  

Employees may therefore remain able to:

Be involved in ‘virtual’ social events

Take part in formal HR matters, such as giving evidence in discipline and grievance 
investigations and meetings

The key issue is that the employer must not ask an employee to do any work.
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Applicability
If an Employee Is Given Notice While 
on Furlough, What Notice Pay Are 
They Entitled To?

Employers are entitled to give notice of  
termination to employees who are on furlough.  

There is very little guidance on this but the  
“orthodox analysis” is likely to be applied.  

This involves examining the strict contractual 
position between employee and employer and 
seeing how that fits in to the complex statutory 
framework dealing with payments during notice 
periods.  

A court is likely to find that 100% salary should  
be paid whilst 80% of regular wages/£2,500 can 
still be reclaimed.

Will It Be Unfair Dismissal If an  
Employer Makes Someone  
Redundant Rather Than Placing  
Them on Furlough?

It is difficult to determine whether an  
employment tribunal would find such a dismissal 
to be unfair at this stage. 

It will very much depend on the circumstances  
(I really hate saying this!).  

Whether the employer makes the decision to 
make the employee redundant rather than 
furlough them before or after the scheme has 
commenced, and the financial position of the  
employer, are likely to be relevant circumstances. 
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Furlough 
Getting the 
Cash…  
Using the portal, and the  
headaches in between

By Amelia Hook
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Portal Specific – Have They Made It Nice  
and Simple and Logical..? 

You bet they have(‘nt)
• Claim per payroll period 

Does not (yet!) have the facility to amend a claim once submitted

• Claim amounts are included as a total 
Only employee specific information is required for names and NI numbers

• Bank account address

• Confusion over which address should be used

• Address of bank or address employers’ bank statements are sent?

• It appears either is fine.

• 30 minute automatic log out, for up to 99 employees, so be quick!

• HMRC are calling to clear security before releasing the funds
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Common Issues, The Trickier Calculations  
and Judgement Calls
• Salary sacrifice must be taken into account 

• Where the taxable pay is lower than the  
salary due to SS, the lower figure must  
be used

• Opt out?

• Consider qualifying earnings limits for pensions

• Can only claim ER’s NI once employment  
allowance is fully utilised

• Calculated on calendar days as opposed to  
working days

• Bank holidays and holidays payable at 100%

• Where salary has been paid at 80%, this  
will need correcting in May payroll

• EMI and furlough

• Working time requirements

• HMRC set dates and limits, use them but  
don’t push them!

• Annual payrolls

• Furlough start date before an RTI previously 
submitted

• Pay rises effective start date of furlough
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Staff Matters   
Staff… Matter. 
How do you look after them?

By Andrew Thomas
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Staff... Matter
‘How Is Coronavirus Affecting My Pension?’

• Workplace pension duties continue

• Options for employees

• Stockmarket Volatility

• Default Investment Strategies & Lifestyling

• Older workers – Retirement Choices

• Younger workers – Limited impact and perhaps an opportunity?

• Communication important to reassurance
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Staff... Matter
‘What If the Worst Were to Happen?’

• £60,000 life cover for front-line healthcare workers

• Group insurance for your workers

• Medical Underwriting

• Support services

• Bereavement Counselling

• Probate Helplines

• Wills

• Power of Attorney
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Staff... Matter
‘What If I Am Unable to Work Due to Illness/Injury?’

Income protection insurance 
Rehabilitation support for absent employees 
Financial protection for employees and their families 
Helps with recruitment and retention

Further Support

• Private Medical Cover

• Virtual/Online Doctors

• Employee Assistance Programme

• Mental Health Support
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Go on…  
Delay  
Things… 
but maybe not everything

By Huw Williams
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Delay! Don’t Do Anything Right Now
• Companies House is offering to delay your accounts. So you should take it!* 

• Consider a delay where necessary

• Audit issues – TALK  to your auditor about financial issues

• Finance issues (concerned you can’t file as a going concern?)

• Presentation – delay of 3 months takes you to your next year end. Prepare  
the better picture immediately.

• Be aware of who looks at your accounts. Timing can say more than the results?

• Pushing a cost to potentially double up preparation.

• DON’T delay when you need/can get R&D.

• Don’t delay when you are looking at investment/finance (the bright new days  
to come) – delay is understandable now. Credit score improved with early filing.

*they never do this… so generally take advantage.
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Delay! Don’t Do Anything Right Now
• Consider ‘on ice’ – clients are reducing their companies to comply but no more,  

where practical (returned secondees etc). Plan practical steps.

• Don’t ignore filing requirements. The fines can be horrible. 

• HMRC are in empathy mode (god help us!)  

• Take the delays, but keep the money, or,

• Budget carefully beware the cliff edges of cashflows and make sure you don’t  
create a second wave.

• Don’t be caught the wrong side

• Make use of the 12 months interest that HM Government  will pay.

• Fixed vs variable – not placing bets, but stimulus can have a huge impact

• Plan and plan again, stress test and pull apart – round 2?

• Don’t delay the inevitable. Sadly to protect your business difficult choices have  
to be considered. Furlough was a delay tactic of the chancellor. Bounce back,  
yes, but be realistic.
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Business as 
(Un)usual
By Huw Williams
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Business as (Un)usual
• Pace has slowed. The measures were  

to try and put economy in hibernation. 

• For some, it is relentless

• Take stock

• Not everything emerges from  
hibernation at the same pace.  
This could be frustrating.

• Embrace this for now (and for ever?)

• Was it only now for ‘Mitigating the 
Madness..’ Or are we in the slowest  
rendition of the alphabet?

• A is for A President like none before 
(alternative A’ss could apply)

• B is for Brexit (remember that?)

• C is Covid 19 (see our blogs… this 
could have been Corbyn… is the  
convo now China?)

• D is for…. Not to talk us down but this 
really could be a depression, but with 
modern dynamics?

• E is for the economy, stupid – or is it? 
Extinction rebellion, the  
Environment? The conversation may 
change as the implications/benefits 
of the cleaner air shows though

• F is for F**k knows!
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Mitigating the Madness 

Business as (Un)usual
• Some have been validated. This was business as usual.

• Some have been forced to try new things, keep the energy, prepare.

• Agile workforce, distributed working, working from home? Is the last one now  
out of date. The ‘shirking from home’ smear is dispelled as?

• Jump to policy – or did the policy write itself?

• Trust, flexibility, ingenuity. They have been challenged and impressive in some  
equal measure. 

• The management of introducing new has been flipped – collaboration and those  
that do have gained influence, improved systems?

• No clue whether we will be able to return to previous practices. Can 2m distance  
be maintained.

• Reality check of this might have to happen again?
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Business as (Un)usual
Its what Oury Clark is all about  
– a view to cut across it all.  
So to signpost.

Tax  

• Contributions to staff costs (broadband, phone 
lines). These can all be benefits. Plan, consult. 
Prepare the staff or budget.

• Expectations. Tax hasn’t caught up on ‘all you 
can eat’ data packages, so incremental steps to 
improve connections likely to be caught.

• PSAs? Another cost to be taken by business.

• VAT often blocked on these too.

Employment law

• Short working agreements? Back to the first  
webinar... Furloughed for now, what after? 
Emerging from hibernation at a suitable pace 
may still require agreement and discussions.

• Changes in practices? Responsibilities for an 
uncontrolled working environment (home).  
The war time spirit ends, reality bites.

• Accepting flexibility – the commute ends, with 
some spending 2 hours a day in normal days – 
need to formalise any agreement to share in  
that ‘dividend’.

• Flexible working requests – the party  
line defendable.
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Business as (Un)usual
Its what Oury Clark is all about  
– a view to cut across it all.  
So to signpost.

Data protection/security 

• How did your Business Continuity Plan fair?

• There is acceptance of relaxing procedures by 
many businesses in crisis mode (commercial 
reality). Not acceptable in BA(un)U?

• For some businesses this is vital and will need 
careful reflection of the risk posed.

• There have been spikes in phishing scams.  
The bad actors are out there to exploit the  
emergency measures. 

Other factors

• Wellbeing – processes, checks. Mindfulness? 
Patronising?

• Insurance. Your equipment, your obligations. 
Are you protected?

• Future plans. The sheer volume of desk space 
available becomes itself redundant – or do we 
start to create more space per desk? 

• Flee to pastures new. A move from the big 
smoke? Longer commutes acceptable  
if occasional?

• Identity, culture and image. Are you ready  
for the challenges to manage this.

• The water cooler convo... it was a beautiful time 
(perhaps) – or maybe it was a superspreader  
all along?
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Finally...
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Hang in There. This Is Global. 
This Is War.
Be reasonable, document, discuss and be pragmatic

Define your purpose, define your need. 

And... Innovate... 

The UK is (according to WIPO), the 5th most innovative country in the world after 
Switzerland, Sweden, USA, the Netherlands and then... Little old UK

Those innovators are all trying to resist lockdown or releasing early... so maybe the UK 
stiff upper lip is going to put us in good stead? Keep the heads down, and the brollies 
up... Forecast for rain continues...
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That’s It... Good Luck Friends 
We’re here – if you need us.
Crisis council? Give us a shout, and lets get a team together, discuss, brain storm…  
and Innovate.

Mitigating the Madness 
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Questions & Answers…

Mitigating the Madness 


